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Adaptive Stokes-Based Polarization Demultiplexing
for Long-Haul Multi-Subcarrier Systems

Somayeh Ziaie, Fernando P. Guiomar, Nelson J. Muga, Antonino Nespola, Gabriella Bosco,
Andrea Carena and Armando N. Pinto

Abstract—We experimentally evaluate the performance of
the adaptive Stokes polarization demultiplexing (PolDemux)
algorithm over a long-haul optical link considering the
propagation of 31 × 192 Gb/s channels modulated as PM-
16QAM multi-subcarrier (MSC) signals. Initially, we consider
1 × 24 Gbaud channel under test, and subsequently we assess
the performance of the algorithm on an increasing number
of subcarriers (up to 12 × 2 Gbaud) while keeping the
same aggregate symbol rate. Taking advantage of the higher
robustness of MSC signals towards chromatic dispersion (CD),
we demonstrate that the memoryless Stokes-based PolDemux
algorithm, originally designed for short reach links, can also be
used for low-complexity and modulation transparent polarization
demultiplexing in long-haul systems. In addition, we demonstrate
that the PolDemux rotation matrix for MSC signals can be
estimated over a restricted group of Nref subcarriers and
seamlessly applied to all Nsc subcarriers, thereby significantly
reducing the overall complexity by a factor of ∼ Nsc/Nref .

Index Terms—Subcarrier multiplexing, Stokes space, coherent
detection, polarization demultiplexing.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN coherent optical systems assisted by digital signal
processing (DSP), high spectral efficiency transmission is

enabled by the use of high-order modulation formats together
with polarization multiplexing (PM). This requires robust and
high performance polarization demultiplexing (PolDemux) at
the receiver-side, independently of the modulation format.

Although the constant modulus algorithm (CMA) is an
attractive solution for constant amplitude formats, its extension
to multi-level QAM modulation requires a radius-directed
equalization (RDE) strategy, which is modulation format
dependent and may require several cascaded training stages
for proper pre-convergence [1]. In addition, this class of
PolDemux algorithms generally suffers from the well-known
problem of singularity, resulting in the loss of information
on one polarization [2]. To circumvent these limitations,
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a three-dimensional (3-D) adaptive Stokes space PolDemux
algorithm was proposed as a format transparent and low-
complexity technique, which is singularity-free and provides
faster convergence [3], [4]. However, the performance of the
memoryless Stokes PolDemux can be significantly degraded
by memory effects [3], which are mostly due to residual
chromatic dispersion (CD). For this reason, the application
of this algorithm has been so far limited to short-reach
systems [4]. In the context of long-haul optical systems, it
has been recently demonstrated that digital multi-subcarrier
(MSC) modulation enables to efficiently improve the nonlinear
transmission performance, providing up to 20% increased
propagation reach with no additional DSP overhead [5],
[6]. Furthermore, at the typical optimum symbol-rates per
subcarrier of 2–6 Gbaud, the system also benefits from higher
tolerance towards CD comparing with traditional single-carrier
systems (≥32 Gbaud) [7]. Under these circumstances, it is of
great interest to test the application of the Stokes PolDemux
approach with MSC modulation, providing a format-agnostic
PolDemux solution for long-haul transmission systems.

Benefiting from the fact that wideband MSC signals are
actually composed of several narrowband subcarriers, which
enhances its robustness against CD [7], we experimentally
demonstrate for the first time to our knowledge the
implementation of Stokes-based PolDemux for long-haul
optical transmission (> 2000 km). In addition, by observing
that the polarization rotation is strongly correlated between
subcarriers, we demonstrate that the complexity of PolDemux
for MSC signals can be substantially reduced. This is achieved
by performing polarization rotation monitoring over a subset
of Nref reference subcarriers, and then applying the extracted
PolDemux rotation matrices to the remaining Nsc subcarriers,
in groups of Nsc/Nref nearest neighbor subcarriers. Moreover,
we experimentally assess the requirements in terms of CD
compensation precision for penalty-free Stokes PolDemux,
while demonstrating its compatibility with the well-known
symbol rate optimization (SRO) benefit in MSC systems.

II. EXTENDING STOKES POLDEMUX TO MSC SIGNALS

The adaptive Stokes algorithm proposed in [3] can be
divided into two stages, as shown in Fig. 1. The first
stage corresponds to the cascade of sub-stages that go from
the computation of the Stokes parameters of the received
data to the estimation of the inverse state of polarization
(SOP) rotation matrix, which we designate as polarization
tracking (PolTrack). After representing the received data in
the Stokes space, the algorithm finds a best fitting plane,
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whose normal is then employed in the computation of the
transformation matrix capable of reversing the mixing of the
two orthogonal polarization components [3]. The algorithm
uses the Stokes vector of each sample, ŝ(k+1), to continuously
compute the normal n̂(k + 1). Sample by sample, and
agnostically to the modulation format, the orientation of the
normal n̂(k) is therefore updated following the rule,

n̂(k + 1) = (n̂(k) + ~Γ(k + 1))B, (1)

where B represents a normalization factor, and k is the sample
number. ~Γ(k+1) represents a vector lying in the Stokes plane
with direction perpendicular to ŝ(k + 1),

~Γ(k + 1) = µA[ŝ(k + 1)× n̂(k)]× ŝ(k + 1), (2)

where µ is the step-size parameter and A = |ŝ(k) · n̂(k)|. The
ŝ(k + 1) is the Stokes vector representing the SOP of the
optical field at sample k+ 1. The inverse SOP rotation matrix
F (n̂(k)) can be calculated as,

F =

[
cos(p) exp(i q/2) sin(p) exp(−i q/2)
− sin(p) exp(i q/2) cos(p) exp(−i q/2)

]
(3)

where p = 1/2 atan(a, (b2 + c2)1/2) and q = atan(b, c),
with a, b and c representing the normal vector components,
n̂(k) = (a, b, c)T in the Stokes space [3]. The second stage
of the algorithm consists of the polarization rotation (PolRot)
part, which basically corresponds to the multiplication of the
incoming signal by the previously estimated SOP rotation
matrix of expression (3) [3]. For each polarization-multiplexed
component, xin and yin, the PolRot output signals, xout and
yout, are calculated as xout/yout = fxx/yxxin + fxy/yyyin,
where fxx, fxy , fyx and fyy are the complex-valued scalar
components of the inverse SOP rotation matrix F.

As can be easily perceived, most of the complexity of the
Stokes PolDemux algorithm lies in the PolTrack stage, which
includes several trigonometric operations and multiplications.
Moreover, the process of adaptively finding the best fitting plan
and normal vectors also introduces some processing latency,
as it requires a minimum convergence time. In contrast, the
PolRot stage is actually very simple, as it requires only 8 real
multiplications and 6 additions per polarization. Therefore, it
can be safely stated that the complexity of the PolTrack stage
is much larger than the complexity of the PolRot stage.

Thus, the overall complexity of Stokes PolDemux can be
significantly reduced by narrowing the bandwidth over which
PolTrack is performed. Taking advantage of the subcarrier
multiplexing concept, this can be seamlessly done by selecting
just a few designated reference subcarriers for the application
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the adaptive Stokes PolDemux algorithm.
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Fig. 2. Applying the Stokes PolDemux over an MSC signal, using a subset
of Nref reference subcarriers for polarization tracking.

of the PolTrack stage. The proposed reduced complexity
Stokes PolDemux is illustrated in Fig. 2. The MSC signal
is first divided into Nref groups of Nsc/Nref subcarriers,
where PolTrack stage is applied only over a reference
(central) subcarrier, and the PolRot stage is then applied
equally to all subcarriers within the same group. The total
number of reference subcarriers can be adjusted based on the
performance requirements. Assuming that the complexity of
PolTrack is largely dominant, it therefore becomes apparent
that this strategy enables to approximately reduce the overall
PolDemux complexity by a factor of Nsc/Nref .

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DSP SUBSYSTEMS

The experimental setup depicted in Fig. 3 has been used to
validate the performance of Stokes PolDemux implemented
in a long-haul optical link, transmitting 31 WDM channels
with spacing of 28 GHz. Each optical channel is composed
of root raised-cosine (0.05 roll-off) PM-16QAM MSC signals
with an aggregate symbol-rate of Rs = 24 Gbaud and
variable number of subcarriers, Nsc ∈ [1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12],
with an inter-subcarrier spacing of 1.05×Rs/Nsc. Each
16QAM subcarrier carries bit-level information originated
by uncorrelated pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS), with
length varying between 215 (highest symbol-rate) and 211

(lowest symbol-rate) symbols. For each optical channel, the
digital MSC signal, including pre-emphasis, is converted
to an analog electrical signal by a 64 Gsa/s digital-to-
analog converter (DAC). The channel under test (CUT)
is generated using an external cavity laser (ECL) with
<100 kHz linewidth, modulated by a dual-polarization
(DP) IQ modulator (IQM). The remaining 30 interfering
channels are generated using distributed-feedback (DFB)
lasers, modulated (separately for even and odd channels)
by a single-polarization (SP) IQM followed by polarization
multiplexing emulation (PME), resorting to the use of a
polarization beam splitter (PBS), polarization controllers
(PC), an optical delay line (ODL) and a polarization beam
combiner (PBC). The recirculating loop is composed of 4
spans of pure silica core fiber (PSCF) with 108 km length,
20.12 ps/(nm·km) dispersion parameter and 0.16 dB/km
attenuation coefficient. The total link loss, including insertion
losses, is 18.75 dB. EDFA-only amplification (5.2 dB noise
figure) is used with a spectrally-resolved gain equalizer
(GEQ) that compensates for the EDFA gain-tilt and ripples.
Finally, a loop synchronized polarization scrambler (PS)
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Fig. 3. Experimental setup for long-haul MSC transmission and DSP subsystems.

is applied to statistically average the polarization effects.
At the receiver, the CUT is filtered by a tunable optical
filter (TOF) and mixed with a local oscillator (ECL with
<100 kHz linewidth). Finally, the coherently detected signal
is sampled by a 50 Gsa/s real-time oscilloscope. Offline DSP
is then applied to the stored waveforms, starting with the
compensation of the optical front-end imperfections, including
Gram-Schimdt orthonormalization, DC component removal
and compensation of IQ skew introduced by the receiver. The
carrier frequency offset is then estimated digitally and the
MSC signal is frequency-demultiplexed into Nsc subcarriers.
In order to assess the impact of the residual accumulated
CD on the performance of Stokes PolDemux, we split the
CD equalization (CDE) into two stages. In the first CDE
stage, x% (x ∈ [0, 100]) of the total accumulated CD is
compensated, leaving the remaining residual CD at the input
of the PolDemux stage, which implements the algorithm
described in section II. Then, the second stage of CDE will
exactly compensate for the remaining (100 − x)% of the
accumulated CD. This strategy allows to analyze the impact of
the residual CD on the performance of our memoryless Stokes
PolDemux algorithm, emulating a real condition in which the
CD estimation is performed with a given error. Therefore, the
only DSP stage that processes a signal with residual CD is
the PolDemux stage, while it is guaranteed that the overall
system performance is not directly affected by uncompensated
CD. Note that the Stokes PolDemux in this study is applied
with 2 samples per symbol, using the same implementation
scheme originally proposed in [3]. Then, a first coarse carrier
phase estimation (CPE) is applied over one of the central
subcarriers, using the 16QAM-modified (QPSK partitioning)
Viterbi&Viberbi algorithm with 101 taps. The estimated phase
noise is then removed from all subcarriers, allowing for the
compensation of the transmitter IQ skew with a 51-tap least
mean squares (LMS)-driven 8 × 8 real-valued equalizer [8],
initialized in data-aided mode for tap convergence and then
switched to decision-directed mode. It is important to mention
that all cross-polarization filters in the 8 × 8 LMS matrix
are removed, reducing the total number of individual filters
from 64 down to 32. This guarantees that, except for the
Stokes PolDemux algorithm, no other DSP subsystems are

attempting to perform polarization demulplexing. Also note
that the dedicated Stokes PolDemux stage enables the first
CPE stage, which avoids the need for an embedded phase
tracker within the 8× 8 LMS equalizer. After down sampling
to 1 sample per symbol, a second V&V CPE stage is applied
to each subcarrier with an optimized block length, aimed at the
removal of residual nonlinear phase noise, similarly to what
has been done in [6]. Finally, symbol demapping is performed
and the Q-factor per subcarrier is evaluated from the counted
bit-error ratio (BER).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Applying the DSP chain described in the previous section,
the Stokes PolDemux performance is experimentally evaluated
for all considered MSC configurations at the optimum
launch power of 0 dBm per optical channel [6] and at a
fixed transmission distance of 2160 km (5 recirculations).
The system performance as a function of the residual CD
(bottom x-axis) and the error percentage on CD estimation
(top x-axis), after the 1st CDE stage, is shown in Fig. 4a,
for a number of subcarriers ranging from 1 to 12. Also,
Fig. 4b shows the total residual CD that can be tolerated
as a function of the number of subcarriers, assuming a
maximum Q-factor penalty (Qpen) of 0.1 dB relatively to the
case when CD is fully compensated in the 1st stage. These
results clearly show the enhanced tolerance against residual
accumulated CD that is enabled by an increasing number of
subcarriers. Indeed, for the typical single-carrier signal (1×24
Gbaud) the system is very sensitive to residual CD before the
PolDemux stage (< 1 ns/nm is tolerated for Qpen ≤ 0.1 dB).
Besides, very steep degradation of performance is observed
when the CD compensation error is >1%, which roughly
corresponds to 700 ps/nm of residual CD. By using 2 ×
12 Gbaud, this tolerance is substantially increased to ∼10%.
In contrast, when the signal is composed of 12 subcarriers
(12 × 2 Gbaud) the system performance remains stable for
all range of tested residual CD values, thus enabling Stokes
PolDemux to be applied without any prior CD compensation
at all (CD is entirely compensated in the second CDE
stage, after PolDemux). Taking into account that advanced
CD estimation algorithms can typically provide an accuracy
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Fig. 4. a) Q-factor vs. residual accumulated dispersion and error percentage on
CD estimation after the 1st CDE stage; b) tolerated residual CD (considering
Qpen ≤ 0.1 dB) vs. number of subcarriers; c) symbol-rate optimization.

of ±300 ps/nm [9], we may conclude that the considered
24 GBaud single-carrier system could still be supported
with minimal implementation penalty. Nevertheless, with the
current trend towards ultra-high symbol-rates, the margin
for CD estimation errors is rapidly closing. Considering the
quadratic dependence of the residual CD on the transmitted
symbol-rate [7], the tolerated CD values here reported are
expected to suffer a ∼16× reduction by increasing the baseline
symbol-rate to 100 GBaud, thereby challenging the precision
of state-of-the-art CD estimation algorithms. In that case,
the use of MSC transmission might become a key enabler
for memoryless Stokes-based PolDemux. It is also worth
noting that the well-known SRO advantage is still kept using
the proposed DSP. This is evidenced in Fig. 4c, which
shows the best Q-factor obtained for each MSC configuration,
corresponding to the case of perfect CD compensation in
Fig. 4a. The optimum symbol-rate is found at 3 Gbaud per
subcarrier, providing ∼1 dB of gain in terms of Q-factor
relatively to the single-carrier case, in accordance with the
results from our previous experimental campaign [6].

Besides the enhanced robustness towards residual CD, the
use of MSC signals together with Stokes PolDemux can also
be advantageous from the complexity point of view. In Fig. 5
we experimentally validate the reduced complexity Stokes
PolDemux strategy depicted in Fig. 2 and described in section
II, in which the PolTrack stage is only applied over a group
of reference subcarriers. The obtained results show that a
minimum of 2 to 4 reference subcarriers are needed to achieve
the maximum performance (within < 0.2 dB penalty) of

Fig. 5. Impact of the number of reference subcarriers for PolTrack on the
overall performance of the Stokes PolDemux algorithm.

the PolDemux algorithm. For the cases of 8 × 3 Gbaud and
12 × 2 Gbaud, this roughly corresponds to a computational
effort reduction by a factor of 2 and 6 respectively, when
compared to an independent Stokes-based PolDemux of all
subcarriers. These results show that the frequency-dependent
variation of the PolDemux coefficients caused by PMD can
be efficiently taken into account without the need to replicate
the PolTrack stage over all subcarriers.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have experimentally demonstrated that the adaptive
Stokes PolDemux algorithm, which has been previously
utilized for short reach (<100 km) applications only, can also
be efficiently applied to long-haul transmission systems. The
enabling factor is the use of MSC modulation, which has been
demonstrated to significantly enhance the PolDemux tolerance
against residual accumulated CD, thereby potentially allowing
for a practical implementation of the modulation transparent
Stokes PolDemux algorithm in long-haul scenarios. By
restricting the polarization tracking circuitry to a subset of Nref

subcarriers, we also demonstrated that the overall PolDemux
complexity can be significantly reduced (approximately by a
factor of Nsc/Nref ) with negligible performance degradation.
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